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Democracy As The Political Empowerment Of The People The Betrayal Of An Ideal
An independent judiciary is considered an indication of a developing nation’s level of democracy
"State takeovers of local governments have garnered national attention of late, particularly following the water crisis in Flint, Michigan. In most
U.S. cities, local governments are responsible for decisions concerning matters such as the local water supply and school affairs. However,
once a state takes over, this decision-making capability is shuttled. Despite the widespread attention that takeovers in Flint and Detroit have
gained, we know little about how such takeovers -- a policy option that has been in use since the 1980s -- affect political power in local
communities. This manuscript offers the first systematic study of state takeovers of local governments by focusing on takeovers of local
school districts. The book examines the factors that contribute to state takeovers as well as the effects and political implications of takeovers
on racialized communities, the communities most often affected by them. It challenges conventional wisdom that centralization and state
takeovers unequivocally disempower racialized communities, laying out the conditions under which the policy will disempower or empower
racial and ethnic minority populations. In addition, the book expands our understanding of urban politics. The book argues that state
interventions are part of the new normal for cities and offers a novel theoretical framework for understanding the presence of the state in
American cities. The book is built around an original study of nearly 1000 school districts, including every school district that has been taken
over by their respective state, and a powerful case study of Newark, New Jersey"-Mobilizing for Democracy is an in-depth study into how ordinary citizens and their organizations mobilize to deepen democracy. Featuring a
collection of new empirical case studies from Angola, Bangladesh, Brazil, India, Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa, this important new book
illustrates how forms of political mobilization, such as protests, social participation, activism, litigation and lobbying, engage with the formal
institutions of representative democracy in ways that are core to the development of democratic politics. No other volume has brought
together examples from such a broad Southern spectrum and covering such a diversity of actors: rural and urban dwellers, transnational
activists, religious groups, politicians and social leaders. The cases illuminate the crucial contribution that citizen mobilization makes to
democratization and the building of state institutions, and reflect the uneasy relationship between citizens and the institutions that are
designed to foster their political participation.
This handbook provides a comprehensive analysis of the dynamics and prospects of democratization in East Asia. A team of leading experts
in the field offers discussion at both the country and regional level, including analysis of democratic attitudes and movements in China, Japan,
South Korea, and Taiwan. Evaluating all the key components of regime evolution, from citizen politics to democratic institutions, the sections
covered include: • Regional Trends and Country Overviews • Institutions, Elections, and Political Parties • Democratic Citizenship •
Democratic Governance • The Political Economy of Democratization Examining the challenges that East Asian emerging democracies still
face today, as well as the prospects of the region's authoritarian regimes, the Routledge Handbook of Democratization in East Asia will be
useful for students and scholars of East Asian Politics, Comparative Politics, and Asian Studies.
The agenda of external actors often includes a number of objectives that do not necessarily and automatically go together. Fostering security
and stability in semi-authoritarian regimes collides with policies aimed at the support of processes of democratization prone to conflict and
destabilization. Meanwhile, the promotion of national self-determination and political empowerment might lead to forms of democracy,
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partially incompatible with liberal understandings. These conflicting objectives are often problematized as challenges to the effectiveness of
international democracy promotion. This book presents systematic research about their emergence and effects. The contributing authors
investigate (post-) conflict societies, developing countries, and authoritarian regimes in Southeast Europe, Latin America, Africa, and Asia.
They identify the socio-economic and political conditions in the recipient country, the interaction between international and local actors, and
the capacity of international and local actors as relevant for explaining the emergence of conflicting objectives. And they empirically show that
faced with conflicting objectives donors either use a ‘wait and see’-approach (i.e. not to act to overcome such conflicts), they prioritize
security, state-building and development over democracy, or they compromise democracy promotion with other goals. However, convincing
strategies for dealing with such conflicts still need to be devised. This book was published as a special issue of Democratization.
Seminar paper from the year 2020 in the subject Communications - Media and Politics, Politic Communications, grade: 2,0, University of
Erfurt, language: English, abstract: This paper aims to identify the role of media in fragile states like Afghanistan in relation to women's
opportunities making use of their rights in a self-determined way, and further how media is influencing the social perception on women’s
rights regarding different aspects of life. Therefore, this term paper examines how media empowers women in different aspects. The following
questions should thus be addressed: To which extent empowers Afghan media Afghan women and how can the media empower Afghan
women further? In order to understand the specific situation of women in a fragile state like Afghanistan, it is important to define what makes
a state fragile and give a short overview on the current status of women’s rights in Afghanistan. In addition to that, the role of women and the
importance to involve women in peace-making and -building to establish democratic structures will be outlined. Thereby, the relevance of this
work is shown. The research questions posed clearly imply the concept of women empowerment, which is explained in the following section
and sets up the categories of analysis for the presented term paper. In the second part of the paper, the theoretical categories of female
empowerment through media are analysed using the example of Afghanistan and further discussing current challenges of female
empowerment. The paper concludes with an outlook on further possible steps to be taken by media to promote and enforce women's rights
and to overcome gender differences.
This book examines the role of civil society organizations in several advanced European democracies: Germany, the Netherlands, Spain,
Switzerland and the United Kingdom. Specifically the book focuses on how voluntary organizations contribute to civic and democratic health
and assesses the impact of different organizational types on social capital. Building on Citizenship and Involvement in European
Democracies and Social Capital and Associations in Europe (2007), this volume seeks to widen and deepen the analysis by introducing new
data on activists and combining it with the organizational data and the population data. It evaluates the impact of the organizational context
on individual activity profiles and attitudes and values of activists and provides a unique assessment on the contribution that voluntary
associations make to civil and democratic society. Part One deals with the consequences of associational involvement for several attitudinal
and behavioural orientations and Part Two expands the scope of the effects of voluntary associations towards European attitudes. This book
is essential reading for students and scholars of civil society, democracy, political participation, politics and sociology.
Technological, cultural and economic forces are transforming political communication, posing challenges and opportunities for politicians and
media organisations, while at the same time many governments and civil society express concerns about the extent and nature of political
empowerment and civic engagement. This book offers an international perspective on current thinking and practice about civic and audience
empowerment, focusing on the ways and means through which media can empower or dis-empower citizens as audiences. It features
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theoretical and empirical chapters that draw specific attention to a reappraisal of the theories, methods and issues that inform our
understanding of citizens and audiences in contemporary politics. The authors address the following questions: How much and what sorts of
civic and audience empowerment are most desirable, and how does this differ cross-nationally? How do citizens relate to private and public
spaces? How do citizens function in online, networked, liminal and alternative spaces? How do audiences of ‘non-political’ media spaces
relate their experiences to politics? How are political parties and movements utilising audiences as co-creators of political communication and
what are the consequences for democracy? With examples from the UK, USA, Holland, France, Germany, The Middle East, South Africa and
Mexico, this innovative volume will be of interest to students and scholars of political science, marketing, journalism, cultural studies, public
relations, media and international relations.
"With many emerging democracies experiencing stagnation or setbacks, providers of democracy support are struggling to tailor assistance
strategies to highly varied transitional contexts. As a crucial area of international aid for democracy as well as for development more
generally, efforts to bolster women's political empowerment share this challenge. Strategic differentiation not only helps identify what types of
programs may be most effective in advancing gender equality in politics but also reveals how this work can be a critical lever for broader
change where attempted transitions have slipped into dysfunctional patterns"--Publisher's web site.
Every month in every neighborhood in Chicago, residents, teachers, school principals, and police officers gather to deliberate about how to
improve their schools and make their streets safer. Residents of poor neighborhoods participate as much or more as those from wealthy
ones. All voices are heard. Since the meetings began more than a dozen years ago, they have led not only to safer streets but also to
surprising improvements in the city's schools. Chicago's police department and school system have become democratic urban institutions
unlike any others in America. Empowered Participation is the compelling chronicle of this unprecedented transformation. It is the first
comprehensive empirical analysis of the ways in which participatory democracy can be used to effect social change. Using city-wide data and
six neighborhood case studies, the book explores how determined Chicago residents, police officers, teachers, and community groups
worked to banish crime and transform a failing city school system into a model for educational reform. The author's conclusion: Properly
designed and implemented institutions of participatory democratic governance can spark citizen involvement that in turn generates innovative
problem-solving and public action. Their participation makes organizations more fair and effective. Though the book focuses on Chicago's
municipal agencies, its lessons are applicable to many American cities. Its findings will prove useful not only in the fields of education and law
enforcement, but also to sectors as diverse as environmental regulation, social service provision, and workforce development.
The aim of this encyclopedia is to provide a comprehensive reference work on scientific and other scholarly research on the quality of life,
including health-related quality of life research or also called patient-reported outcomes research. Since the 1960s two overlapping but fairly
distinct research communities and traditions have developed concerning ideas about the quality of life, individually and collectively, one with a
fairly narrow focus on health-related issues and one with a quite broad focus. In many ways, the central issues of these fields have roots
extending to the observations and speculations of ancient philosophers, creating a continuous exploration by diverse explorers in diverse
historic and cultural circumstances over several centuries of the qualities of human existence. What we have not had so far is a single,
multidimensional reference work connecting the most salient and important contributions to the relevant fields. Entries are organized
alphabetically and cover basic concepts, relatively well established facts, lawlike and causal relations, theories, methods, standardized tests,
biographic entries on significant figures, organizational profiles, indicators and indexes of qualities of individuals and of communities of
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diverse sizes, including rural areas, towns, cities, counties, provinces, states, regions, countries and groups of countries.
This book, along with its companion volume, Democracy as the Political Empowerment of the Citizen, relates the democratic potential of the
latest electronic technologies to the idea of direct-participatory democracy. Taking a critical look at the past and present theories of
democracy, this volume clarifies the original meaning of the idea of democracy and explains the distortions it has suffered throughout its long
history.
Combining knowledge of social policy and practice with insights from poststructural and feminist theory, the text demonstrates how
democratic citizens and the political are continually recreated.
Design affects all social contexts and is therefore intensively instrumentalized both by the politically powerful and their critics. Both functions
of design, and their inevitable combination, are presented in this book in precise detail. Authors from various countries present previously
unknown and innovative examples of democratic activities conducted through design. This publication is therefore aimed not only at design
professionals but also at the general public of all countries.
This book looks at democratic empowerment via institutional designs that extend the political rights of European citizens. It focuses on three
themes: first, the positive and negative effects of the European Union institutional design on the political rights of its citizens; second,
challenges for democratic regimes across the world in the 21st century in the context of regionalism and globalization; third, the constraints of
neoliberalism and capitalist markets on the ability of citizens to effectively achieve their political rights within the Union.
A bracingly provocative challenge to one of our most cherished ideas and institutions Most people believe democracy is a uniquely just form
of government. They believe people have the right to an equal share of political power. And they believe that political participation is good for
us—it empowers us, helps us get what we want, and tends to make us smarter, more virtuous, and more caring for one another. These are
some of our most cherished ideas about democracy. But Jason Brennan says they are all wrong. In this trenchant book, Brennan argues that
democracy should be judged by its results—and the results are not good enough. Just as defendants have a right to a fair trial, citizens have a
right to competent government. But democracy is the rule of the ignorant and the irrational, and it all too often falls short. Furthermore, no one
has a fundamental right to any share of political power, and exercising political power does most of us little good. On the contrary, a wide
range of social science research shows that political participation and democratic deliberation actually tend to make people worse—more
irrational, biased, and mean. Given this grim picture, Brennan argues that a new system of government—epistocracy, the rule of the
knowledgeable—may be better than democracy, and that it's time to experiment and find out. A challenging critique of democracy and the first
sustained defense of the rule of the knowledgeable, Against Democracy is essential reading for scholars and students of politics across the
disciplines. Featuring a new preface that situates the book within the current political climate and discusses other alternatives beyond
epistocracy, Against Democracy is a challenging critique of democracy and the first sustained defense of the rule of the knowledgeable.
Explores the implications for democracy of declining trust in government and between individuals.
In the face of authoritarian, divisive trends and multiplying crises, when politics-as-usual is stymied, Awakening Democracy through Public
Work shows it is possible to build foundations for a democratic awakening grounded in deep American traditions of a citizen-centered
commonwealth. Awakening Democracy through Public Work begins with the story of Public Achievement, a youth civic education and
empowerment initiative with roots in the civil rights movement. It describes Public Achievement's first home in St. Bernard's, a low-income
Catholic elementary school in St. Paul, Minnesota, and how the program spread across the country and then abroad, giving birth to the larger
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concept of public work. In Public Achievement, young people practice "citizen politics" as they tackle issues ranging from bullying, racism,
and sexual harassment to playground improvements, curriculum changes, and better school lunches. They develop everyday political skills
for working across differences and making constructive change. Such citizen politics, more like jazz than a set piece of music, involves the
interplay and negotiation of diverse interests and views, sometimes contentious, sometimes harmonious. Public Achievement highlights
young people's roles as co-creators—builders of schools, communities, and democratic society. They are not citizens in waiting, but active
citizens who do public work. Awakening Democracy through Public Work also describes how public work can find expression in many kinds
of work, from education and health to business and government. It is relevant across the sweep of society. People have experimented with
the idea of public work in hundreds of settings in thirty countries, from Northern Ireland and Poland to Ghana and Japan. In Burundi it birthed
a national initiative to rework relations between villagers and police. In South Africa it helped people in poor communities to see themselves
as problem solvers rather than simply consumers of government services. In the US, at Denison University, public work is being integrated
into dorm life. At Maxfield School in St. Paul, it is transforming special education. In rural Missouri, it led to the "emPowerU" initiative of the
Heartland Foundation, encouraging thousands of young people to stay in the region. In Eau Claire, Wisconsin, it generated "Clear Vision," a
program providing government support for citizen-led community improvements. Public work has expanded into the idea of "citizen
professionals" working with other citizens, not on them or for them. It has also generated the idea of "civic science," in which scientists see
themselves as citizens and science as a resource for civic empowerment. Awakening Democracy through Public Work shows that we can
free the productive powers of people to work across lines and differences to build a better society and create grounded hope for the future.
Democracy as the Political Empowerment of the PeopleThe Betrayal of an IdealLexington Books
Relates the democratic potential of the electronic technologies to the idea of direct-participatory democracy. Clarifying the original meaning of
the idea of democracy, this book develops a different theory of democracy, Direct-Deliberative e-Democracy.
Turbulent times challenge democratic politics and governance in Western countries. Party systems, in many instances, have failed to produce
solutions to vital policy problems, like immigration, state borders, welfare, or environmental issues. While subjective perceptions of
macroeconomic outcomes are consistently related to political trust at the micro level, few studies have explored how individuals develop
political engagement and identity. New insights are needed from studies focusing on how people become politically active and how political
identities develop. Political Identity and Democratic Citizenship in Turbulent Times is a critical scholarly research publication that investigates,
discusses, deconstructs, analyzes, and tests the concept of political identity and its evolving role in modern democracy. Moreover, it explores
the contours of politics and brings together studies that examine the democratic potential of a diversity of participatory spheres, institutions,
and arenas. Highlighting topics such as political culture, consumerism, and welfare states, this book is ideal for politicians, policymakers,
government officials, sociologists, historians, academicians, professionals, researchers, and students.

As Latin America's new democratic regimes have decentralized, the region's capital cities - and their elected mayors - have gained
increasing importance. Capital City Politics in Latin America tells the story of these cities: how they are changing operationally,
how the the empowerment of mayors and other municipal institutions is exacerbating political tensions between local executives
and regional and national entities, and how the cities' growing significance affects traditional political patterns throughout society.
The authors weave a tapestry that illustrates the impact of local, national, and transnational power relations on the strategies
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available to Latin America's capital city mayors as they seek to transform their greater influence into desired actions.
"To the Ancient Greeks, democracy meant gathering in a public space and arguing based on an agenda set by a randomly
selected assembly of 500 other citizens. To the Icelandic Vikings in Northern Europe a few centuries later, it meant gathering
every summer in a large field, a place where they held their own annual "parliament," and similarly talking things through until they
got to relatively consensual decisions about the common's fate. Our contemporary representative democracies are very different.
Modern Parliaments are intimidating buildings that are much harder to access for ordinary citizens-quite literally. They are typically
gated and guarded, and it often feels as if only certain types of people-people with the right suit, accent, bank account,
connections, even last names-are welcome to enter them. In Open Democracy, Landemore revitalizes the model of success from
ancient open democracies alongside the problems of the present-day representative democracies in order to get to the heart of the
issues which contemporary democratic societies are dealing with today. Something has been lost between the two, Landemore
argues: accessibility; openness to the ordinary man and woman. Landemore believes the move to "representative" democracy, a
mediated form of democracy seen as unavoidable in mass, commercial societies, also became a move towards democratic
closure, and exclusivity. Open Democracy asks how can we recover the openness of ancient democracies in today's world, and
would it help the crisis of democracy? In diagnosing what is wrong with representative democracy, Landemore offers a normative
alternative and strategy-one that is more true to the democratic ideal of "government of the people, by the people, for the people."
This alternative conception (open democracy) is one Landemore believes can be used to imagine and design more participatory,
responsive, accountable, and smarter institutions, thereby strengthening our democracies along with on the whole, our societies"-Describes Mississippi's response to the 1965 Voting Rights Act
How do liberal democracies produce citizens who are capable of governing themselves? In considering this question, Barbara
Cruikshank rethinks central topics in political theory, including the relationship between welfare and citizenship, democracy and
despotism, and subjectivity and subjection. Drawing on theories of power and the creation of subjects, Cruikshank argues that
individuals in a democracy are made into self-governing citizens through the small-scale and everyday practices of voluntary
associations, reform movements, and social service programs. She argues that our empowerment is a measure of our subjection
rather than of our autonomy from power. Through a close examination of several contemporary American "technologies of
citizenship"—from welfare rights struggles to philanthropic self-help schemes to the organized promotion of self-esteem
awareness—she demonstrates how social mobilization reshapes the political in ways largely unrecognized in democratic theory.
Although the impact of a given reform movement may be minor, the techniques it develops for creating citizens far extend the
reach of govermental authority. Combining a detailed knowledge of social policy and practice with insights from poststructural and
feminist theory, The Will to Empower shows how democratic citizens and the political are continually recreated.
This book explores the connection between strong democracy and neoliberal development schemes based on the concept of
‘social entrepreneurship’ in Thailand and Southern India. With an original approach, this book addresses the intersection between
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emerging approaches to development; namely microfinance, microenterprise, and social entrepreneurship, and the ability of
societies to generate their own public goods without state assistance. Utilizing observation, fieldwork, and practice in Northern
Thailand and Southern India, as well as secondary sources from the southern Asia region more generally, the author examines the
challenges of democratic governance and generation of public goods where civil society and democracy, as development
strategies, have become less meaningful to citizens across the developing world than micro-development. The author argues that
these approaches to development have impacts on development and civil society building, but do not necessarily amount to
political empowerment, raising important questions for civic participation in the state when the state is no longer viewed as the
locus of public goods and democratic governance. Presenting a new theoretical approach to understanding the changing paradigm
of development and political participation, Democratic Governance and Social Entrepreneurship will be of interest to students and
scholars of development politics, political economy and governance.
For centuries it has been assumed that democracy must refer to the empowerment of the People's voice. In this pioneering book,
Jeffrey Edward Green makes the case for considering the People as an ocular entity rather than a vocal one. Green argues that it
is both possible and desirable to understand democracy in terms of what the People gets to see instead of the traditional focus on
what it gets to say.The Eyes of the People examines democracy from the perspective of everyday citizens in their everyday lives.
While it is customary to understand the citizen as a decision-maker, in fact most citizens rarely engage in decision-making and do
not even have clear views on most political issues. The ordinary citizen is not a decision-maker but a spectator who watches and
listens to the select few empowered to decide. Grounded on this everyday phenomenon of spectatorship, The Eyes of the People
constructs a democratic theory applicable to the way democracy is actually experienced by most people most of the time.In
approaching democracy from the perspective of the People's eyes, Green rediscovers and rehabilitates a forgotten "plebiscitarian"
alternative within the history of democratic thought. Building off the contributions of a wide range of thinkers-including Aristotle,
Shakespeare, Benjamin Constant, Max Weber, Joseph Schumpeter, and many others-Green outlines a novel democratic
paradigm centered on empowering the People's gaze through forcing politicians to appear in public under conditions they do not
fully control.The Eyes of the People is at once a sweeping overview of the state of democratic theory and a call to rethink the
meaning of democracy within the sociological and technological conditions of the twenty-first century.
This volume brings together leading gender and politics scholars to assess how women’s political empowerment can best be
conceptualized and measured on a global scale. It argues that women’s political empowerment is a fundamental process of
transformation for benchmarking and understanding all political empowerment gains across the globe. Chapters improve our
global understanding of women's political empowerment through cross-national comparisons, a synthesis of methodological
approaches across varied levels of politics, and attention to the ways gender intersects with myriad factors in shaping women’s
political empowerment. This book is an indispensable resource for scholars of politics and gender, as well as being relevant to a
global scholarly and policy community.
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State takeovers of local governments have garnered national attention of late, particularly following the water crisis in Flint,
Michigan. In most U.S. cities, local governments are responsible for decisions concerning matters such as the local water supply
and school affairs. However, once a state takes over, this decision-making capability is shuttled. Despite the widespread attention
that takeovers in Flint and Detroit have gained, we know little about how such takeovers--a policy option that has been in use since
the 1980s--affect political power in local communities. By focusing on takeovers of local school districts, this book offers the first
systematic study of state takeovers of local governments. Although many major U.S. cities have experienced state takeovers of
their local school districts, we know little about the political causes and consequences of takeovers. Complicating this
phenomenon are the justifications for state takeokers; while they are assumedly based on concerns with poor academic
performance, questions of race and political power play a critical role in the takeover of local school districts. However, Domingo
Morel brings clarity to these questions and limitations--he examines the factors that contribute to state takeovers as well as the
effects and political implications of takeovers on racialized communities, the communities most often affected by them. Morel both
lays out the conditions under which the policy will disempower or empower racial and ethnic minority populations, and expands our
understanding of urban politics. Morel argues that state interventions are a part of the new normal for cities and offers a novel
theoretical framework for understanding the presence of the state in America's urban areas. The book is built around an original
study of nearly 1000 school districts, including every school district that has been taken over by their respective state, and a
powerful case study of Newark, New Jersey.
Through detailed historical examinations of the Black struggle for political power in Chicago, Gary, Philadelphia, and Atlanta,
Keiser explores why have Blacks won political empowerment in some cities and in others remained subordinated or had their
achievements rolled back.
What role should political theory play in activating workers to engage in class struggle to extend participatory rights in the
workplace and, in the process, expand and revitalize American democracy? Bachrach and Botwinick argue that the answer is to
construct a theory of participatory democracy that would include a democratic concept of class struggle; a concept that provides
workers and their allies an effective and legitimate course of political action. They see this concept not only as a means to
encourage workers to become politically active to gain participatory rights, but also as a means to strengthen the democratic
process as a whole. The authors contend that working-class struggle should be encouraged as a way of promoting the
realignment of political parties along class lines and expanding citizen participation and public awareness of issues of national
concern.To illustrate their theory, the authors describe and evaluate worker self-management programs in Germany, Sweden,
France, Italy, England, and the United States. Hoping to spur Americans to confront their crisis of democracy with boldness and
imagination, Bachrach and Botwinick demonstrate that class politics is on the agenda and that the categories of class and class
struggle are now up for democratic definition in a way that is unique in this country. Author note: Peter Bachrach is Emeritus
Professor of Political Science at Temple University. >P>Aryeh Botwinick is Professor of Political Science at Temple University and
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the author of Skepticism and Political Participation (Temple).
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